
Characteristics of AI-infused systems

AI-infused systems are ' systems that have features harnessing AI capabilities
that are directly exposed to the end user' (Amershi et al., 2019). Identify and
describe key characteristics of AI-infused systems. Draw on the first lecture of
Module 2 and three of the mandatory articles (Amershi et al. (2019), Kocielnik
et al. (2019), Yang et al., (2020)).

AI-infused systems are systems that have features harnessing AI capabilities that
are directly exposed to the end user' (Amershi et al., 2019). Key characteristics for
these kinds of systems are that uncertainty, inconsistency, and behind-the-scenes
personalization (Amershi et al., 2019), and probabilistic, impacted by user action and
transparency issues (Kocielnik et al, 2019).

Uncertainty implies that the AI-infused system may be more prone to errors than
deterministic systems, both in the form of false positives, and false negatives.
Inconsistency in this context implies that changes that may seem small to the user,
can have big consequences for the output of the system.



Identify one AI-infused system which you know well, that exemplifies some of
the above key characteristics. Discuss the implications of these
characteristics for the example system, in particular how users are affected by
these characteristics.

An example AI-infused system is my Outlook e-mail spam filter. It is both my bane
and my blessing. There is visible inconsistency in how it sometimes filters my
rejection letters for applications for summer jobs, which I wish to not delete but the
same in a folder, thus getting a feeling of my time spent on them is worth something.
Because of this I as a user need to regularly check my spam folder, as the content is
deleted after a week if not recovered.



Another issue with the outlook spam filter is the transparency issues; as a user, I
have no insight into how the email system picks out spam. As a result, I don’t know if
the email I’m waiting for, like a response to a summer job application I did not feel
qualified for, will go to my spam folder or not. Thus, I must check two folders instead
of one.

Human-AI interaction design
Amershi et al. (2019) and Kocielnik et al. (2019) discuss interaction design for
AI-infused systems. Summarize main take-aways from the two papers.

Amershi proposes 18 guidelines for interaction with AI-infused systems with a GUI
and backs the guidelines up with validation from user testing. The reason for
proposing these is that there is a rapid inclusion of AI in computing systems, and
designers need new guidelines to tackle these new tools.

Kocielnik et al explain that the general public has vastly different expectations of AI
systems, and explore how these expectations are affected when two different
focuses are given to two AI systems for meeting scheduling, avoiding false positives,
and avoiding false negatives, with the same accuracy (See illustration).
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Here the accuracy would have been true (60+10)/(60+8+10+22) = 70/100 =70%
accuracy.

The research shows that the system that provided high recall (of all possible
meetings, it captures most of them) was more satisfactory than the high precision
(how many of the proposed meetings were actually meetings) version (Helpful figure
for differences between these further down). This means that for email meeting
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booking AI, it was better to suggest to many meetings and get them all than to
propose only possible meetings that were indeed meetings, with the danger of
missing some. With the high precision system, expectation adjustment techniques
proved effective, but this may be because the users disliked it so much in the first
place.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Precision_and_recall, 21.10.2021.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Precision_and_recall*
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Select two of the design guidelines in Amershi et al. (2019). Discuss how the
AI-infused system you used as example in the previous task adheres to, or
deviates from, these two design guidelines. Briefly discuss whether/how these
two design guidelines could inspire improvements in the example system.

Guideline 1 is “Make clear What the System can do”, and guideline 2 is “Make clear
how well the system can do what it can do”. In the case of the Outlook email spam
filter, the system clearly shows me what it can do: Recognize spam and filter it into
its own directory. The system does not follow guideline 2, as there is no visible
explanation for me as a user for how often or why the system makes the mistakes it
makes.

A possible improvement using the system could be if it better explained to me how I
could configure it to do what I wish it to do. When i mark a message as “not spam”,
this pop-up is given:

Private photo.



I want more of this kind of clear and easy configuration, that tells me how well the
system will sort my email in the future. As for guideline 1, I only wish I could get an
explanation for why all the shitty newsletters from Kiwi and Dressmann are not
yeeted straight into the spam folder abyss where they belong.

Future outlook AI setting things right

Bender et al. (2021) conduct a critical discussion of a specific type of
AI-infused systems – those based on large language models. Summarize their
argument concerning problematic aspects of textual content and solutions
based on large language models.



As the illustration above suggests, Bender et al (2021) suggests that a language
model based on larger datasets does not necessarily achieve the goals of a
language model better than a smaller, better curated dataset.

By focusing on curating and testing a smaller dataset, the researchers propose that
inherent bias in the example texts can be combated. There is also the issue of
extremist views the users may express being encouraged by the system. The
climate impact of training larger and larger NLP models is also not negligible (see
link to the cloud matters project, i recommend it highly:
https://infopoetry.densitydesign.org/infopoetries/cloud-matters.html).

There is also a non-negligible financial cost in using ever larger datasets in the form
of time, computing and requirements for hardware, that creates barriers for smaller
researcher and developer teams ability to contribute to the field.

https://infopoetry.densitydesign.org/infopoetries/cloud-matters.html


Chatbots / conversational user interfaces
Chatbots are one type of AI-infused systems. Based on the lectures, and the
mandatory articles, discuss key challenges in the design of chatbots /
conversational user interfaces.

I encourage you to Google “Tay chatbot” and go down the rabbit hole

By using conversations as a design object, the lecturer stressed the importance of
moving from a UI design perspective into a service design perspective (Følstad,
2021). Chatbots will often be a link in a chain of services, intertwined with human
provided services and computer-hosted tools.

Four key challenges in the design of chatbots are (Luger, E., & Sellen, A. (2016):

- Learning to talk to the chatbot in a way it understands, as opposed to talk to it
like a person

- Effective use requires continuous investment by the users
- There is a lack of feedback from the system, which makes it difficult to

understand the capabilities and limitations of the chatbot
- There is a large mismatch between expectations and the actual experience of

using chatbots

Revisit Guidelines G1 and G2 in Amershi et al. (2019). Discuss how adherence
to these could possibly resolve some of the challenges in current chatbots /
conversational user interfaces. Optionally, you may read Følstad & Brandtzaeg
(2017), Luger & Sellen (2016), and Hall (2018) from the optional literature to
complement your basis for answering.



Guideline 1 is “Make clear What the System can do”, and guideline 2 is “Make clear
how well the system can do what it can do”:

In relation to chatbots, if the users were informed in an unobtrusive, effective manner
of what the chatbot could do, they would mabey faster learn to talk to the chatbots in
a way they can understand. Expectations could also more easily be matched, so that
the users don't ask the NAV Frida chatbot to approve their applications.

Guideline 2 could help mitigate the continuous investment needed by the users; if
the users know that a certain level is about as good as it gets, they may be willing to
train the AI to reach that point, as the goal will be defined. A clear explanation of how
well the system could perform will also help lower expectations, thus mediating the
disappointment felt when NAV Frida does not approve you application.
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